Temporal modulation sensitivity was measured as a function of the relative phase of two equiluminous chromatic sources (564 and 625 nm) for temporal frequencies from 6 to 20 Hz. The difference between 1800 and the phase of least sensitivity was computed as the measured phase shift. A 20 test field was superimposed upon 8° chromatic adapting fields with luminances from 100 to 3000 Td and chromaticities of 500,600, and 650 nm. For each adapting field, the 564-nm source was set to 175 Td, and the 625-nm source was matched to it with heterochromatic flicker photometry (giving an effective mean luminance of 350 Td). The 650-nm adapting fields produced large changes in photometric setting but only small changes in the measured phase shift. The 600-and 500-nm adapting fields produced smaller changes in photometric setting but larger changes in the measured phase shift. In general, increased adapting luminance resulted in an increase in the measured phase shift for 600-nm adaptation and a decrease in the measured phase shift for 500-nm adaptation.
INTRODUCTION
The frequency dependence of temporal modulation sensitivity is known to be quite different for modulation of luminance and modulation of chromaticity; this finding has led to three common assumptions': (1) the differences are due to the existence of independent luminance and chromatic responses, (2) the luminance response to counterphase flicker of chromatic sources is minimized by flicker photometry, and (3) flicker photometry reveals the relative contributions of the long-wavelength-sensitive (LWS) and middle-wavelength-sensitive (MWS) cones to the luminance response. It was shown in several recent studies that chromatic adaptation has different effects on sensitivity to luminance modulation and chromatic modulation 2 -4 and that chromatic adaptation can produce flicker photometric settings that are consistent with the responses of individual cone types 5 (but not with total isolation 4 ).
For flicker photometry, two chromatic sources are modulated in counterphase at a high temporal frequency, and the observer adjusts the radiance of one source relative to that of the other in order to produce a percept of minimum flicker.
There is often residual flicker, which can be eliminated by adjustments to the relative phase of the two sources. 6 -10 This phenomenon has been interpreted as evidence of a physiological phase shift between the LWS and MWS cone responses at the point at which they are combined in the luminance channel. 7 ' 8 It was suggested that this physiological phase shift may be altered by chromatic adaptation that results in one cone type's being more light adapted. 4 "1 The existence of such phase shifts can confound interpretation of data gathered with counterphase modulation,' 2 and it was
shown that under some conditions there is a significant luminance response to counterphase modulation of photometrically matched sources. 13 Lindsey et al.1 4 introduced the technique of measuring phase-dependent sensitivity, in which modulation thresholds for a single temporal frequency are gathered for a full range of phases of two chromatic sources. Their method permits evaluations of the phase of least sensitivity and the sensitivities of the luminance and chromatic responses by evaluating sensitivity at the relative phase that minimizes the luminance response. This analysis accounts for the effects of physiological phase shifts on the luminance response to counterphase flicker and gives a more accurate estimate of chromatic sensitivity. In this paper we compare the effects of chromatic adaptation on flicker photometry and on phase-dependent sensitivity.
METHODS Equipment
We produced a 350-Td, 20 flickering test field with a computer-controlled two-channel Maxwellian-view system using two light-emitting diodes (LED's) with dominant wavelengths of 564 and 625 nm. This apparatus was described previously1 3 except for these modifications: the field stop was moved 50 mm beyond the focal length of the final lens, a beam splitter was inserted between the field stop and the final lens, and an ophthalmic lens of -2.0 D was placed in front of the eyepiece to enable the observers to accommodate easily on the edge of the field stop. The beam splitter was used to combine the flickering test field with a steady 8°a dapting field. The adapting field was produced by passing collimated light from a halogen lamp through calibrated three-cavity interference filters (500, 600, or 650 nm, with half-bandwidths of 10-12 nm) and calibrated Inconel neutral-density filters. Retinal illuminance was measured with an EG&G photometer,' 5 and neutral-density filters were selected to provide adapting luminances of 100, 300, 1000, and 3000 Td.
Procedures
Observers viewed the stimulus in a darkened room, using a chin rest to maintain a constant head position. At the beginning of each experimental session the 564-nm LED was set to a mean luminance of 175 Td, and the adapting field was set to the desired chromaticity and luminance. The observer matched the two sources by heterochromatic flicker photometry (HFP), adjusting the radiance of the 625-nm LED to obtain a percept of minimum flicker. In most cases' 6 the frequency was 20 Hz. The resulting photometric setting was used for the 625-nm LED throughout the session. Modulation threshold was measured as a function of the physical phase difference of the two LED's for four sinusoidal frequencies: 6.2, 10, 16, and 20 Hz; the observer could adjust the modulation depth to make the photometric setting as precise as possible.
For any given block of trials, the frequency was held constant, and the phase was varied randomly from trial to trial. Three modulation threshold measurements were gathered for each of 18 phases in 20° steps from 00 to 3400; for each phase the median of the three measurements was taken as threshold.
Observers
Three male observers participated in all the experiments. All three have normal color vision (evaluated with a Neitz-OT anomaloscope and a Farnsworth-Munsell 100-hue test).
Observer NW has normal visual acuity without correction, observer WS has normal visual acuity with his usual refractive correction, and observer JP is slightly myopic.
Eleven color-defective males participated in a few control experiments. All these observers were diagnosed by using a Neitz-OT anomaloscope. Four deuteranopes and three protanopes made photometric settings at 8 Hz. One deuteranope and four deuteranomalous trichromats made phase-dependent sensitivity measurements at 6 Hz with 600-nm adapting fields of 100 and 1000 Td.
RESULTS
The data for each experimental session were fitted with the model of Lindsey et al.,1 4 which generates cosine templates for the luminance and chromatic responses, adds a phase shift to the cosine templates, and determines the sensitivity of each cosine template. The templates are based on physical characteristics of the stimuli rather than on a model of how cone responses are combined to form the chromatic and luminance responses. The phase shifts for the templates describe how the templates must be adjusted to fit the data and thus do not directly reflect phase shifts between cone types. Using this analysis, the data for each experimental session can be characterized fully' 2 by the flicker photometric settings ( Fig. 1 ), the phase shift ( Fig. 2) , and the sensitivities of the chromatic and luminance responses (Fig. 3 ).
Flicker Photometric Settings
For each chromaticity of the adapting field, the photometric settings (as normalized radiance of the 625-nm LED) are shown as functions of the adapting luminance in Fig. 1 . For the dichromats, there were some individual differences in photometric settings, but the luminance and the chromaticity of the adapting field had no effect on the settings. The 
Phase Shifts
The key feature of the phase-dependent sensitivity data is the axis of best symmetry, which was evaluated by using a method described by Swanson et al.' 2 For the stimulus conditions used in this study, the phase axis is identical to the phase of least sensitivity. For each data set, a measured phase shift was computed by subtracting the phase axis from 1800 (that is, measured phase shift = 1800 -phase axis; for example, a phase axis of 1600 yields a measured phase shift of 200). A positive measured phase shift indicates that sensitivity is least for the stimulus condition redleads-green, and a negative phase shift indicates that sensitivity is least for the stimulus condition green-leads-red. In control experiments, four deuteranomalous males and one deuteranopic male were tested by using a frequency of 6 Hz and 600-nm adapting fields of 1000 and 3000 Td. For all five color-defective observers the phase axes were between 176° and 1840. The measured phase shifts were between -4° and +40, with no systematic dependence on adaptation conditions.
For the three normal trichromats, substantial measured phase shifts were found. With a 650-nm adapting field the measured phase shift at 6 Hz was greater than 20°, and it decreased as the temporal frequency increased (Fig. 2 , top row). For this condition the mean adaptation luminance had only a small effect on the phase axes. All three observers showed the same effect of temporal frequency on the phase of best symmetry: the measured phase shifts decreased with temporal frequency, reaching 00 between 16 and 20 Hz.
With a 600-nm adapting field the adapting luminance had a much larger effect, causing the measured phase shifts to increase by as much as 300 from 100 to 3000 Td (Fig. 2, middle row). For the 1000-and 3000-Td adapting fields the measured phase shifts for all three observers at all four frequencies were larger than the corresponding phase shifts under 650-nm adaptation.
With a 500-nm adapting field the effect of the adapting luminance on the measured phase shifts was the opposite of that with the 600-nm field. For frequencies below 20 Hz the measured phase shifts decreased as the adapting luminance increased (Fig. 2, bottom row) . When the 500-nm adapting field was set to 3000 Td, for 6 and 10 Hz the measured phase shifts were negative, changing from the stimulus condition red-leads-green to the stimulus condition green-leads-red.
Sensitivities of the Chromatic and Luminance Responses
In each experimental session, modulation thresholds were measured for a range of stimulus phases at a single temporal frequency and a single adapting condition. Therefore comparisons across frequencies and across adapting conditions are complicated by day-to-day criterion variations, while comparisons of the relative sensitivity to different phases are not. The sensitivities obtained from the analysis of data gathered with adapting fields of 100 and 3000 Td are shown in Fig. 3 as temporal contrast sensitivity functions. These sensitivities represent the maximum sensitivities of the luminance and chromatic responses to these stimuli once the templates are fit to the data. In general, luminance sensitivity was 0.5-1.0 log unit greater than chromatic sensitivity. For the 600-nm adapting field the difference in sensitivity was less at 3000 Td than at 100 Td. At 3000 Td the difference in sensitivity was less for the 600-nm adapting field (Fig. 3, middle row) than for either the 500-nm (bottom row) or 650-nm (top row) adapting fields. 4 which estimates chromatic sensitivity from thresholds near the phase axis and results in somewhat lower estimates of chromatic sensitivity.
DISCUSSION
In previous studies it was reported that adapting fields whose chromaticity differs from the mean chromaticity of the test field can decrease sensitivity to chromatic flicker while leaving sensitivity to luminance flicker relatively unaffected.
-4
Our results are consistent with these studies, in that the difference in sensitivity for the luminance and chromatic responses was greater for the 500-and 650-nm adapting fields than for the 600-nm adapting field. Further, these effects of chromatic adaptation can be seen with relatively dim adapting fields, even with an adapting field 0.5 log unit less than the mean luminance of the test field. A 1.5-logunit increase in the luminances of the 500-and 650-nm adapting fields produced little change in the relative sensitivities of the luminance and chromatic responses.
A variety of techniques have been used to study the effects of chromatic adaptation on the chromatic response. Since adapting fields cause large changes in the photometric settings, the stimuli for the chromatic response vary with adapting fields. It is therefore uncertain whether the effects of chromatic adaptation on sensitivity of the chromatic response are due to changes in sensitivity or to changes in the stimuli. In general, conditions that had the smallest effect on the photometric setting yielded the smallest difference in sensitivity of the chromatic and luminance responses. wanson et al.
The physiological phase shift between LWS and MWS cones cannot be obtained directly from the data, since the measured phase shift is affected by both the physiological phase shift and the relative contributions of the LWS and MWS cones to the luminance response. 7 ' 8 If for each adaptation condition the photometric setting acts to reduce the modulation of the more sensitive cone so that the relative contributions of the LWS and MWS cones to the luminance response remains constant, then changes in the measured phase shift should be related to (but not necessarily identical to) changes in the physiological phase shift. Given these assumptions, it would appear that the physiological phase shift is affected strongly by adapting luminance for the 500-and 600-nm fields but only slightly for the 650-nm field. This conclusion holds only for adapting luminances up to 3,000 Td, since Stromeyer et al. 4 found that with 650-nm adapting fields the physiological phase shift increases when luminances of 5,000-10,000 Td are used.
One interpretation of the effect of chromatic adaptation on the physiological phase shift is that an increase in light adaptation produces a decrease in latency, so that chromatic adapting fields that produce a higher adapting level in one cone type cause that cone type to have a shorter latency.
4 ""',1 8 For periodic stimuli, a decrease in latency for one cone type will result in the response of that cone type's leading the response of the other cone type. In this case, intense red adapting fields should result in the LWS cone signal's leading the MWS cone signal. However, at most frequencies' 9 our data for 650-and 600-nm adaptation show a positive measured phase shift (red-leads-green), which suggests that the response of the MWS cone signal leads that of the LWS cone signal. For all three adapting chromaticities used in our study, the effect of chromatic adaptation on the measured phase shift is the opposite of what would be predicted type the response to combined modulation of two chromatic sources is least when the modulation is counterphase.
Thus, when only a single cone type contributes to flicker detection, the measured phase shift is expected to be 00.
We tested color-defective male observers (a deuteranope and four deuteranomalous trichromats) under stimulus conditions for which the measured phase shifts for normal observers were large (greater than 30°) and found that the detection, then the measured phase shift should be 00. Our data on the effects of chromatic adaptation on photometric settings are similar to the results of Eisner and MacLeod, 5 in that 3000-Td adapting fields of 500 and 650-nm caused photometric settings for some of our observers to fall in the range of settings made by deuteranopes and protanopes. However, these adapting fields did not result in a measured phase shift of 00, so they did not produce complete cone isolation. For some of our conditions, between 16 and 20 Hz the measured phase shift changed from positive to negative. Therefore the existence of a measured phase shift of 00 at a single frequency is not sufficient to show that cone isolation has been achieved. Stromeyer et al. 4 presented an independent analysis in which it was also concluded that the adapt- Flicker photometric data are often interpreted as reflecting the relative contributions of the LWS and MWS cones to the luminance response.
21 - 2 3 The photometric settings made by observers JP and NW in the presence of the 3000-Td, 650-nm adapting field were similar to the settings made by protanopes, suggesting that the contribution of their LWS cones to the luminance response was small for observers JP and NW. However, their phase axes at 6-16 Hz under this adaptation condition were lower than 1800, suggesting that both LWS and MWS cones contributed to the luminance response. 2 4 To evaluate the effect of temporal frequency on photometric settings, observers JP and WS made photometric settings for a 3000-TD, 650-nm adapting field with frequencies of 6 and 16 Hz. The photometric setting for 6 Hz required substantially less red light (about 0.3 log unit less), indicating that the relative weights of the cone inputs to the luminance response may vary with temporal frequency. 2 5 This confirms the conclusion of Eisner and the LWS cone would account for our data; then both the change in sensitivity from 6 to 16 Hz and the physiological phase shift could be larger for the LWS cone (if the two cone inputs had the same number of stages, it would not be possible for both of these conditions to hold).
